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Thanks to our Sponsors



The Consortia and the CANARIE backbone



Long Range Plan: Status – June 2005

C3 Board Final Review Process
Publication formatting in process, web version available
Promotion activity in process 
Continuing to meet with major stakeholders
Full publication in English and French – NRC Press July

The Authors Panel
• Kerry Rowe (Chair) VP Research, Queen’s
• Jon Borwein CRC Computer Science, Dalhousie & SFU
• Russ Boyd Chemistry, Dalhousie
• Gilbert Brunet Meteorological Services Canada
• Hugh Couchman SHARCNET and Astrophysics, McMaster
• Alan Evans Brain Imaging, McGill
• Martyn Guest Daresbury Labs, UK
• Ian Lancashire English, Toronto
• Jonathan Schaeffer WestGrid & CRC Comp Science, Alberta

Coordinator - Andrew Pollard, Engineering, Queen’s



5Kflop/sec
Electronic
Numerical 
Integrator
And 
Calculator

The past 60 years
ENIAC in 1946



NERSC’s 6000 cpu Seaborg - already ‘obsolete’
in 2004

A Vancouver Cave 10Tflop/sec



Chip
(2 processors)

Compute Card
(2 chips, 2x1x1)

Node Board
(32 chips, 4x4x2)

16 Compute Cards

System
(64 cabinets, 64x32x32)

Cabinet
(32 Node boards, 8x8x16)

2.8/5.6 GF/s
4 MB

5.6/11.2 GF/s
0.5 GB DDR

90/180 GF/s
8 GB DDR

2.9/5.7 TF/s
256 GB DDR

180/360 TF/s
16 TB DDR

217 cpu’s 2005ran Linpack benchmark at over 120 Tflop/s

IBM BlueGene/L system at LLNL



C3 Consortia members

ACENET: 7 Universities in Atlantic Canada
RQCHP: 2 Universities + 2 Research Centres in Quebec
CLUMEQ:                                                3 Universities in Quebec
HPCVL: 5 Universities in Eastern Ontario
SHARCNET:   9 Universities and 2 colleges in S. Central Ontario
WESTGRID:      5 (8) Universities + 2 Research Centres in West



The LRP consists of …

A Story

Executive Summary

4 Main Chapters
– Technology
– Operations
– HQP 
– Budget

25 Case Studies
– Many sidebars



One Day
The Story  starts ….



Ryan and Pixar

The Story. Canadian Successes: PIXAR and Ryan



FROM the LRP 

Grand Computing   
Challenges

- such problems 
exist in all areas 
and their needs 
are expanding 
rapidly



From the LRP: HPC at Work



NEUROLOGY: Mining Memories & Mending Minds

Dr. Alan Evans,
McConnell Brain Imaging 
Centre, McGill University

Field sign map of early visual cortical areas, overlaid on 
3-D anatomic reconstructions of medial and lateral views
of the right hemisphere of the brain.



NEUROLOGY: Mining Memories & Mending Minds

Dr. Alan Evans,
McConnell Brain Imaging 
Centre, McGill University

“With competitive HPC resources, Canada will be able to 
compete, and possibly lead, in applying information 
technology to brain research.  The benefits of such 
research strength in terms of brain disease treatment are
incalculable.  With an ageing population, increasingly 
afflicted by degenerative brain disorders and psychiatric
illness, it is essential that we have access to state-of-the-
art neuroscience research to develop effective 
therapeutics.”



ARRYTHMIA: To the Heart of the Matter

Dr. Stanley Nattel
Paul David Chair and
Professor of Medicine,
University of Montreal 
and Montreal Heart
Institute

1/1000 of a second snapshot of cardiac electrical activity
from a model of 720,000 cells.



ARRYTHMIA : To the Heart of the Matter

Dr. Stanley Nattel
Paul David Chair and
Professor of Medicine,
University of Montreal 
and Montreal Heart
Institute

“Present modeling involves up to 720,000 cells, with the 
activity of each cell determined by 24 equations that 
have to be solved 80 to 200 times a second, depending 
on the conditions.  We are working with highly complex 
models and making them more complex at each stage to 
reflect the human heart better and better.  It now takes 4 
days to model 20 seconds of cardiac activity.  HPC is an 
absolute must...”



ASTROPHYSICS: Understanding our Universe

Density plot images from a Virgo simulation 
showing massive galaxy clusters.

Dr. Hugh Couchman, 
McMaster University
Founder SHARCNET



ASTROPHYSICS: Understanding our Universe

Dr. Hugh Couchman, 
McMaster University
Founder SHARCNET

“Simulating the growth of cosmic structure, 
from the star clusters gas within galaxies to the large 
superclusters containing tens of thousands of galaxies 
and beyond, is a huge computational challenge.  Indeed 
it has been called one of the “Grand Computational Challenges”.  
Canada's continued leadership in this field pivots on access 
to appropriate large-scale  computational resources.”



A Brief History of Growing Success

1980 - 1987
• Dorval (Weather Service) peaks at #6 on TOP 500 then quickly 

drops to #250 
• Several short term HPC ventures (OCLSC, University of Calgary, 

HPCC)
• Pre 1993, NSERC support only to rent time abroad

1998 - present
• CFI endows new and growing facilities
• NSERC people (MFA) support stabilizes
• C3.ca founded with NRC help, collaboration includes 20% facility

sharing agreement
• Minimal ongoing operating funds available or committed
• Regional Consortia share resources while minimizing overhead
• Strengthened Major Resource Providers emerge



International Recognition

“Canada has invested wisely in mid-range 
computing over the last five years and has 
created the best developed, most broadly 
accessible, mid-range High Performance 
Computing facilities in the world.”

Professor Martyn Guest, Computational & Engineering Department of  
UK’s Central Laboratory of the Research Councils (CLRC) in Daresbury



Canada’s Standing  (a mixed message)



LRP Recommendation 1: Infrastructure

Priority 1 - Sustained funding for advanced 
‘mid-range’ HPC

• Building on existing, successful, consortia/MRP model for 
facilities and people

• Meet growing needs of most HPC users

Priority 2 - Establish high-end facility
• Sustained TOP 20 world class facility

Three being planned in EU !
• A pan-Canadian model
• Serves relatively few critical applications





Things we can not do here include:
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Things we can not do here include:



HPC in the EU: Tuesday, Nov 16 @ 06:57 PST

“The Wissenschaftsrat, the German Science 
Council, an agency of the federal government,
has recommended that three supercomputers 
of the highest performance be created in 
Europe

– One of them to be located in Germany. On the current list 
of the Top 500, there are 128 supercomputers in European 
countries.  [7 in Canada]

– To allow Europe to compete scientifically in future with the 
US and Japan and in light of recent developments also 
with China, it was essential that the supply of computing 
resources be expanded continuously in both quantitative 
and qualitative terms.



HPC in the EU: a Consortia approach

“The Science Council recommends that three 
computers of the highest performance class be 
created in future by combining national resources 
at the European level

– On account of the five-to-six-year life time of a 
supercomputer the creation of three European peak-
performing machines of this sort made sense, the 
Council declared.

– In the event that attempts to situate one such European 
supercomputer in Germany proved to be successful, the 
federal government and the German federal states 
could be expected to face costs of up to 30 to 50 million 
euros, the Council observed.”



TOP 500 HPC RANKINGS by COUNTRY (June 2005) 
www.top500.org

“The TOP500 project was 
started in 1993 to provide a 
reliable basis for tracking and 
detecting trends in high-
performance computing. Twice 
a year, a list of the sites 
operating the 500 most 
powerful computer systems is 
assembled and released. The 
best performance on the 
Linpack benchmark is used as 
performance measure for 
ranking the computer systems. 
The list contains a variety of 
information including the 
system specifications and its 
major application areas.”



Three Rings: Canadian HPC Needs

“bigga scale”



LRP Recommendation 2:  Outreach

Establish a national initiative, ImPACT Canada, to

• Ensure HPC awareness across all Canadians
• Keep Canada Competitive
• Assist in leadership and coordination between MRP’s
• Maintain the national HPC overview
• Encourage growth and training of HQP
• Establish mechanisms and opportunity for industry 

access and use of facilities and HQP 



LRP Recommendation 3: Government Funding

HPC Capital Infrastructure

97877643Totals

2210ImPACT Canada

10982Facilities

1715131Human Infrastructure 

HPC Operations

1412100High-end Facility

54494440Consortia/MRP

201220092006Current



LRP Recommendation 4: HPC Supporting Research

Computationally-based research 
and people to support this 
research need to be formally and 
actively recognized 

within the research plans of 
universities

• within support programmes 
for universities and 
research being provided by 
Government

• by the public



East meets West:                     
Collaboration goes National

Welcome to D-DRIVE whose mandate is to study 
and develop resources specific to distributed research

in the sciences with first client groups being the 
following communities

• High Performance Computing 
• Mathematical and Computational Science Research 
• Mathematics and Science Outreach:

Educational 
Research

IRMACS (SFU, above)   
D-DRIVE (Dal, below)



The 2,500 
square metre 
IRMACS 
research centre

The building is a 
also a 190cpu G5 
Grid

At the official  
April opening, JMB 
gave one of the 
four presentations 
from D-DRIVE

Trans-Canada Graduate Seminar
11.30 PST - 3.30 AST on Thursdays



LRP Recommendation 5: Research Asset Management

Requests for computing resources in support of research 
should be evaluated against existing and planned HPC 
facilities and infrastructure 

Balance needs, demands and costs

We are pragmatic dreamers

Low-end funding from grant councils remains essential

Consistent with new CFI National Platforms Fund
envelope



CFI Response to LRP: February-March 2005

“The National Platforms Fund provides generic 
research infrastructure, resources, services, and 
facilities that serve the needs of many research 
subjects and disciplines, and that require 
periodic reinvestments because of the nature of 
the technologies. The Fund is established to 
deal first with High Performance Computing, but 
may be applicable in other cases.”



LRP Recommendation 6: Supporting Infrastructure

Support for advanced networks and 
integrated network applications such as 
“Grid” must continue through CANARIE 
Inc. and Grid Canada, NSERC, SSHRC  
etc

‘trusted’ secure networks
independent of fate of US funded 
initiatives
social and scientific impacts

Intelligent infrastructure 
requires an

Intelligent computing infrastructure



HPC is the engine of discovery that enhances multi-
discipline research
HPC and LRP ensures a stable collaborative research 
environment
LRP will enhance research and allow scientific agencies 
to accomplish more with their precious research dollars 
(complementarity) 
HQP in all disciplines will be HPC literate

Strong message from funders
“We must all hang together, or 

assuredly we shall all hang separately.”
(signing Declaration of Independence)

Additional Benefits



Critical Extra Need: Framework for Large Science

HPC as National “Engine for Discovery”
• To assure that other major science projects have 

the HPC and IT resources they need to 
assimilate and to propagate information coming 
into and out of their project and community

• The Light Source, TRIUMF, Earth Observation Satellite…. 

“Overlooking IT has a long and sad history in international 
science. For example, NASA's Earth Observing System has 
been crippled by an inability to retrofit data handling issues 
that were neglected before launch and it is not clear that the 

Canada Light Source is much better prepared.”



FAQ



FAQ2
The Long Range Plan for High Performance Computing in Canada

Outline

•Presentation

•Discussion

•Next Steps



LRP

Thank you
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